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About This Content

Welcome to south Florida and the Florida Keys! This DLC for Aerofly FS 2 features the southern part of Florida, including
historic Key West. You will be mesmerized by the breathtaking views while you fly over major attractions like Fort Zachary

Taylor, the Martello Museum, Duval Street, Key West cemetery, The Key West Southernmost Point, or fly out to the Dry
Tortugas for a trip over some of the nicest scenery seen in Aerofly to date.

This South Florida DLC includes:

A large coverage area with over 400 miles of shoreline to explore

Up to 50cm per pixel aerial images at selected places

Miami City and Miami Beach fully rendered in high definition

The most cultivation ever seen in a single scenery package, including accurate night lighting

9 accurately modeled airports and 2 heliports; Key West International, NAS Key West, Marathon International,
Tavernaero Air Park, Ocean Reef Club, Homestead ARB, Miami Executive, Miami International, Miami Opa Locka,
Dry Tortugas National Park Helipad, and NAS Helipad.

Many custom objects to capture the feel of the Florida Keys

The system requirements for this DLC are slightly higher compared to the main program. For a smooth simulation we
recommend to use a 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of dedicated RAM and comparable in performance to a NVIDIA

GeForce 760 GTX or newer.

If you want to experience this DLC in VR we highly recommend to use a NVIDIA GeForce 1060 or faster with 4 GB of
dedicated RAM for smooth performance.
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - USA South Florida
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IPACS
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French
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A good game, especially for such a price. It made me feel nostalgic ..... I like it =)

Characters are cute, gameplay is smooth
I find it abit hard.

Basically its a smaller Binding of Isaac, worth checking out though.. every level you have to figure out the way to the solution
but thats just half of way because its VERY
dependant from the right timing.And im speaking of miliseconds here.Sometimes its even mere impossible
and you have to try many many times and in the end you just have to be lucky.
So its a very frustrating game,the psysics of the ball is horrible like others said.This game is far from being enjoyable.It is
merely playable at all..if you got the game in the Snkl Studio bundle i recommend to refund it.. Absolutely love this game. It's
hard but not as hard as the trailer might make it look. The levels are very short and can be more about memorizing patterns and
executing(only for the hardest levels--there are easy ones). Music is awesome and the world they built is really interesting. Some
of the characters are quite profound. 10/10. I found it generic and boring, every wave starts the same. Besides new weapons(that
can't be unlocked between waves) and more cardboards nothing really changes. No real progression, no story at all, just shooting
a lot of cardboards and trowing the same stuff at the beginning of each wave. Not worth the price yet.. Great episode. Can't wait
for episode 2 (Sorairo Sorauta Soranooto).
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It's pretty much like being Raiden from MGR and Darth Vader combined, it's the best way I could explain it, pure
awesomeness. I read one of the reviews saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite
games). It is nothing like that, with the exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this
unbelievably slow in all my life.I really really really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just
so dry and tedious.. Although I am recommending, only get these on sales, they add to the game but should be at least $1.00. On
sales you can buy all the DLC for about the price of 2. BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP. quot;Dark Forest" is fun. The difficulty ramps up too high in "Outskirts" to make the game enjoyable. There is
only so much screaming at my monitor that I can take.. Best music game forever.
It is so happy to see Arietta again, after 14 years since our first meet.. This game doesn't have the best golfing mechanics or the
best soundtrack (aka the same song looping over and over and over again) which is completely fine if you hate yourself. This
game is definitely not worth $2 or the $0.49 i paid for it. It is maybe worth $0.25 but even that's too much.

Game is too easy and every single hole has the same damn par set to 3 which is stupid. The maps are always the same size and
have the same layout 90% of the time. It doesn't take long to get bored of the same level and background/maps it only took me
like 10 minutes to realise how garbage it is. There really isn't any actual gameplay to look forward to because, like i said, it's the
same thing over and over and over and over again and it get's old way too fast.

If i had to rate it on a scale of 1-10 i'd give it a 4/10. Yes it is being refunded and no it is not fun.. Guy who made this is a
mastermind...He deserves every penny for this.
Thank you man.<3. Suffers from glitches in control, badly balanced gameplay were it is easy to get stuck when you do not do it
in the exact right order. Bugs might, or mostly might not, be fixed.. Old but gold
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